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THE MARCH DANCE!

Efforts to have a dance in celebration of the eighteenth March seemed to go nowhere. But the "First Legion," as Wayne McNeill and the Collegeton were known, was supported by both the administration and the Senior Council. The dance was intended to break up the long "study period" from January to March.

The Student Assembly meeting in the Great Hall of the Collegeton last week at which the dancing voted on Saturday evening was the first Assembly meeting attended by the new Dean of Women, Miss Doree Frey. McNeill was not present at this meeting due to illness.

Wayne McNeill, who was promoted to the first ten in National making after his fine showing at Forest Hills last season, where he defeated Bernard Gottfried of Kenyon, the Kenyon netmen will begin their 1988 campaign on the same floor that McNeill gained the National Junior title a year ago. McNeill is needed second behind Wayne Davis, Davis Cup November last season, who defeated him. McNeill has been known as the New York after making the rounds of the southern winter tournament scene.

The tennis is reaching the final stages and both McNeill and Morey have reached the finals in both the opening rounds. The loss was caused by an injury to McNeill and by an injury to Morey.

The final was too much for Paul Grechemer at this time and the two matches were played to the best of 14 sets. McNeill defeated McNeill of two players without the loss of a set. In turn he defeated Morey, and by giving them a first set, McNeill defeated Silver and by giving them a first set, McNeill defeated McNeill of two players without the loss of a set.

The match was played on the tennis court in front of the Kenyon tennis court after the match was finished.

George Brown of the Women's tennis team was out in the first round in Middle States ranking and received eight in the tournament.

McNeill continued his winning streak in the Kenyon tennis by defeating Brown in the finals.

The Women's tennis team was defeated by Davis, Dean in first in Middle States ranking and received eight in the tournament.
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I am a little concerned that you are writing the letter which I thought of writing last fall. Perhaps all this will be of no consequence. I suppose, in your younger years, I was late on your aggressor editorial policy. I was very much aware in all my youthful years of the bold black headline: "Hawksbeck Becomes Halfwits." It certainly has been stretching the truth a bit, but it certainly was a provocative story. After all, you know, you're 23 years old now and 23 years old have, in my years, good and bad, triumphed against the cold. I hope you weren't doing anyone any harm.

Dear Mr. Editor:

I have just received my latest copy of The Collegian and, while my impression is that it is not my usual favorite, I am writing you the letter which I thought of writing last fall. Perhaps all this will be of no consequence. It certainly has been stretching the truth a bit, but it certainly was a provocative story. After all, you know, you're 23 years old now and 23 years old have, in my years, good and bad, triumphed against the cold. I hope you weren't doing anyone any harm.

Dear Mr. Editor:

I have just received my latest copy of The Collegian and, while my impression is that it is not my usual favorite, I am writing you the letter which I thought of writing last fall. Perhaps all this will be of no consequence. It certainly has been stretching the truth a bit, but it certainly was a provocative story. After all, you know, you're 23 years old now and 23 years old have, in my years, good and bad, triumphed against the cold. I hope you weren't doing anyone any harm.
A Reporter's View
Of The Future
Movie Script

By A. B. C.

In view of all the sensational
movie scripts we feel inclined to
submit our view of a movie script
in Hollywood will soon be forced
to prepare them.

Title—Love Dreams of Youth

Audience—Teenage Youth

Makc Title—Baby's Twilight
Reapture—Baby's—amazingly

matically

Author—Author's name deserted—once wrote a novel in which
the heroine was an old man.

Approved Title—Twilight Rev-

erie

Final Change—Twilight Reverie

by Charles—O. K. except cut out

by—words like an introduction

to an oath, such as, "By George."

AT LAST:

Twilight Reverie

Charles

Plot of story—starving syn-

ids—"normal" teaches(kids to

so, and "Platc" teaches them un-

and based gangster methods.

Outlines Procedure—Janey is

making ready for bed (that's out)

Janey is making ready. She is play-

ing with her doll. Janey is dressed

as Mrs. Robinson on a date.

(Dress, of course, is right length

and accompanied by proper under-

dings.)

Dialogue—Janey: "I love you."

(Cool Tone) "I—out."

Action—Janey turns doll over gently

executing such discretion—not too

wrong—action continued. Doll clas-

ses his eyes—but not pannistically.

Music. (Cut on mother angle.)

I "I'm on you, Janey."

Twilight fades as it slowly
deteriorates (not so dark as to

frustrate the kids through)

O. K. Start Shooting

Signed and Approved
WILBUR HAYEK

FROSH SWIMMING

(Continued from Page 1)

out from Turner, Hanock, and

Lawler. It was also noticed that

he will be of great help to the

team in the backstroke next year.

However, diving is improving with

practically and he should add

Darin in the department next year.

All in all this is good news when

we recall that Coach fell loose such

tremendous as Matthew, Bacon,

and Seaborg. Else is lost but one

as a freshman and a backstroke. Leng,

last year's conference champion,

diver, and Shaver, an improved

swimmer, are all lost by graduation.

Coach Imel in looking to next

years hopes for the best, but one

must remember that losing six

swimmers from an undefeated team

is no easy job to fill.

Due to advertising contracts,

the Collegian will not be pub-

lished next week.

SAFETY SERVICE GARAGE
Storage—Repair Work
Phone 207
13 W. Ohio St.

STONE'S GRILL
John Bull Stout
KICK, CHEEMY DRUNK
Something new and better.

Fine Food, Beer, Liquor and Wine

BLACK LABEL
6 for 50c

STROPH
6 for 50c

DREWSKY'S LAGER BEER
Cash & For Sale—CASES LARGE
and Largest and Coldest Selection of Battle Beer in Mt. Vernon. Im-

ported and Domestic Wines, Malt-

Drinks, Ginger Ale, 7 Up and Other Beverages.

MYERS SUPPLY CO.
Everything for the Party
116 W. High St.
Mt. Vernon Always Open Until Midnight
Except Sunday

Compliments of
The People's Bank
MEmERBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP

STUDYING will be easier when you study
by the light of an L. S. indirect betterlight,

better-light desk lamp.

We also replace parts for these

lamps.

KNECHT-FEENLEY ELEC. CO.
15 years of complete electric service
6 SOUTH MAIN ST.
Mount Vernon, Ohio
“RIVALS” (Continued from Page 1)
the villain, while in still another you must play an old wreck of a man. In addition, in any touring company you play under different conditions each night. You must be able to adapt yourself in those as they come up, with a skill that would make any self-respecting chameleon envious. Then with the Jimmy Players, there are a few other things that are essential, such as driving or being late, making excuses, mending scenery, fixing lights, dressing wigs; etc. Sometimes a curious member of the public will put one through a regular third degree of questioning, and then you must explain patiently, and without letting your angelic disposition, just what you do with your “spare time.”

With the company this season are many actors who have made names for themselves with the Jimmy Players. Those will include Alice Chancy, Dorothy Bowerland, Penelope Harrison, and Phyllis Flanagan. Among the newcomers will be Bertrice Cari, Franklin Dewing, Jabez Gray, Virginia Keller, King Donovan, and John Balmer.

Tickets for the performance of the “Divide” to be given on Sunday evening, March 20, are now on sale at the office of the Register, and at the Department of Speech. The price is 50c.

INTRAMURAL (Continued from Page 1)
The Intramural swimming match will be held the afternoons of March 9 and 13, respectively. Each team may enter any one man in any three events and may enter any three men in any event but must scratch one before the meet. Any two men from the same team can compete in any one event. All entries close at the last next Monday at noon. The following is the list of events to be held:

15 yard breaststroke.
50 yard free relay.
50 yard freestyle.
75 yard breaststroke.
100 yard free style relay
100 yard freestyle.
150 yard freestyle.
Fancy diving.

JAMMARON’S Cleaning and Pressing Gambier, Ohio

GAMBIER VAL. DEAN’S Sandwiches, Lunches, Beer
In Gambier
Open Until 11 o’clock

PITKIN’S PROVISION STORE
The Best in Foods
135-137 South Main St.
Mt. Vernon, Ohio

“ARE CAMELS REALLY DIFFERENT FROM OTHER CIGARETTES?...a question of interest to every smoker

“I’ve never been very fussy about cigarettes myself. Do you think that Camels are really as different as some people say, Bill?”

“You bet they are different, John! A fellow in any work as hard as selling has to figure a lot of angles on his smoking, such as how it agrees with him. And just notice how many salesmen smoke Camels. I changed to Camels—smoked ‘em steadily—and I found a distinct difference in the way I enjoyed all-day smoking and in the way I felt. Camels agree with me!”

A FRIEND DROPS IN (above) to see Bill’s model smoker. Daly passes the Camels and answers a natural question, “That all-cigarettes-are-like talk doesn’t square with my experience. Believe me, steady smoking is the test that shows Camels in a class by themselves. They don’t make my nerves edgy.”

NEW DOUBLE-FEATURE CAMEL CARAVAN
Two great shows—Jimmie Collie "College" and Benny Goodman’s "Swing School"—in one fast, fun-filled hour. Every Tuesday at 9:30 p.m. E.S.T., 8:30 p.m. C.S.T., 7:30 p.m. M.S.T., 6:30 p.m. P.S.T., over WABC-Columbia Network.

“Camels agree with me”...